We experimentally demonstrate two kinds of all few-mode fiber (FMF) ring lasers with high-order mode (HOM) oscillation in the laser cavity. One kind is a switchable-wavelength all-FMF HOM laser with an output of tunable optical vortex beams (OVBs); the other is a \( Q \)-switched all-FMF HOM laser with an output of pulsed cylindrical vector beams (CVBs). The lasers are composed of all-FMF components and few-mode erbium-doped fiber. A Sagnac interferometer made of a 3 \( \text{dB} \) FMF coupler functions as the wavelength selector, and switchable multiwavelength tunable OVBs are experimentally realized. Carbon nanotube-based saturable absorbers and the nonlinear polarization rotation technique are used to achieve \( Q \)-switched CVB lasers. This is the first report, to our knowledge, on the generation of switchable-wavelength and \( Q \)-switched HOM beams in all-FMF laser cavities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mode-division multiplexing (MDM) and wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) have been advancing rapidly for several years, to increase the data-carrying capacity of a single few-mode fiber (FMF) [1–6]. High-order mode (HOM) lasers and multiwavelength fiber lasers have attracted much attention due to their potential applications in MDM and WDM. On the other hand, HOMs also have unique spatial intensity and polarization distribution properties, such as cylindrical vector beams (CVBs) and optical vortex beams (OVBs) [7–10]. There have been many attempts to generate and manipulate HOM beams based on fiber lasers. Continuous-wave (CW), pulsed, narrow-line-width, and multiwavelength HOM beams have been obtained using mode-selective couplers (MSCs) [11–16], few-mode fiber gratings [17–22], a lateral offset splicing technique [23], and so on. Multiwavelength HOM lasers are considered to be especially excellent sources for optical coherent communication and sensing systems; these have developed rapidly in recent years [24–26]. However, all research about HOMs to date is based on single-mode fiber (SMF) lasers and mode converters, and the efficiency and mode quality are greatly limited by the mode-conversion efficiency and bandwidth.

Few-mode fiber lasers provide a new way to directly generate HOM beams with high efficiency and modal purity; they also open up new directions in researching nonlinear wave propagation, high-power fiber lasers, and random lasers [27–31]. Compared with conventional SMF lasers, transverse mode control is a very novel and important issue in FMF laser cavities. Optical vortices with tunable orbital angular momentum (OAM) can carry more information due to the utilization of polarization [32,33]. Tunable OVBs generated in switchable multiwavelength all-FMF lasers have the advantages of high efficiency, high modal purity, wavelength flexibility, and high coherence. Thus, they are more appropriate for applications in co-multiplexed systems. \( Q \)-switched mode locking (QML) is an operation regime of mode-locked lasers with strong fluctuation of the pulse energy [34]. Nevertheless, the passive HOM \( Q \)-switching in an all-FMF laser cavity has not been investigated so far. Saturable absorber (SA) and nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) techniques are effective methods of achieving a compact HOM pulse, and have been widely used in ultrafast fiber lasers. Due to the high peak power and annular intensity distribution, HOM pulses can be used in many applications, such as materials processing [35].

In this paper, we propose novel and compact all-FMF lasers with outputs of switchable wavelength tunable OVBs and pulsed CVBs. The OVB tunability in the fiber laser is experimentally realized by adjusting a polarizer at the output end of the FMF. This is the first report, to our knowledge, on the OVB tunability in the fiber laser. Switchable multiwavelength FMF lasers with tunable OAM are desirable for multiplexing, exchanging, and routing to further improve the capacity of optical fiber transmission.

2. MULTIWAVELENGTH FEW-MODE FIBER LASER

The experimental setup of a switchable multiwavelength FMF (four-mode step-index fiber, \( D_{\text{core}} = 18.5 \ \mu \text{m} \)) laser based on
a Sagnac interferometer is shown in Fig. 1. Here, we use a ring refractive index distribution few-mode erbium-doped fiber (FM-EDF, $D_{\text{core}} = 6 \mu m$, $D_{\text{ring}} = 17.5 \mu m$) as the gain medium [36]. A 980 nm MSC is used to achieve the pump mode conversion from LP01 mode to LP11 mode. HOM pump light is injected into the FM-EDF through an FMF wavelength division multiplexer, which works as a wavelength multiplexer between LP11 modes at 980/1550 nm. Identical LP11 modes of pump and signal are crucial to obtain efficient HOM gain and inhibit the fundamental mode oscillation in the FM-EDF. An all-FMF isolator is inserted into the cavity to force the unidirectional operation of the laser. An FMF–FMF coupler with a power-splitting ratio of 90:10 is used to extract the LP11 mode power out of the FMF cavity. The length of the FM-EDF is 1.9 m, and the total cavity length is 8.6 m. The output spectra are analyzed by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Yokogawa, AQ6370C). The near-field intensity distributions of output signals are recorded by a CCD camera (InGaAs camera, model C10633-23, from Hamamatsu Photonics).

High-order LP11 mode amplification in an all-FMF laser has been extensively investigated in our previous paper [28]. It is clear that both the pump and signal mode can be kept very well in the FM-EDF and is mainly LP11 mode. Transverse-mode competition can also be controlled by designing new types of FMF and gain fiber, such as ring refractive index profile fiber that would suppress the fundamental mode. Two polarization controllers (PCs) and a polarization dependent isolator are used to control the evolution of mode polarization inside the laser cavity, in which the NPR effect induces intensity-dependent loss (IDL). The IDL is different for individual wavelengths, which can be used to alleviate the mode competition and also to choose the oscillation mode.

The broadband Sagnac interferometer is made of a 3 dB FMF–FMF coupler. The ring length of the Sagnac loop is approximately 1 m. The typical transmission of the Sagnac interferometer with the periodic wavelength response covers the whole C-band. The transmission spectra of the LP01 and LP11 modes are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the transmission spectra from 1540 to 1550 nm. The interference spectrum is caused by a phase difference between two beams, which are in the same path but in opposite directions. At a certain wavelength, output power reaches the maximum (minimum) when the phase difference equals the odd (even) times of $\pi$. In the laser cavity, this special comb filter acts as the wavelength selector. The peak-to-notch contrast ratio of the Sagnac interferometer is around 12 dB. Here, the peak spacings are 2.5 and 2.6 nm, respectively, which are determined by the perimeter of the Sagnac loop and the effective refractive index of the incident mode. The unsmoothness of the transmission spectrum in Fig. 2(b) is due to the impurity of the LP11 mode broadband light source.

The fiber laser can be easily tuned to operate in the single-wavelength LP11 mode oscillation state under the pump power of 300 mW. By adjusting the PCs, switchable single wavelength output is observed. Lasing wavelengths can be both individually switched and widely tuned among 13 channels, from 1562 to 1593.2 nm with 2.6 nm spacing, which are dependent on the gain spectra and the saturated signal level of the FM-EDF. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the oscillation wavelengths correspond to the transmission spectra of the Sagnac interferometer employed as 1562.0, 1564.6, 1567.2, 1569.8, and 1572.4 nm, respectively. The 3 dB bandwidth of the generated single-wavelength LP11 mode beam is 0.12 nm. The central wavelength remains unchanged when increasing the pump power. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of all channel outputs are nearly 36 dB, and the fluctuation is less than 0.1 dB.

By increasing the pump power to 400 mW and adjusting the PCs appropriately, the multiwavelength state occurs. Adjacent dual-wavelength is successively tuned out in the lasing channels. Output spectra of stable adjacent double-, triple-, and quadruple-wavelength lasing operations are shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(d), respectively. The output dual wavelengths are located at 1564.6 and 1567.2 nm, with a spacing of 2.6 nm. The triple and quadruple wavelengths are with the same spacing. The stable multiwavelength laser output is dependent on the cavity loss induced by the NPR effect. The SNRs of all channels are over 35 dB, indicating the high stability of the laser output. The output triple-wavelength spectra are repeatedly scanned every 2 min, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The fluctuation of output power is less than 1.5 dB, and central wavelengths of different channels are maintained within 0.02 nm in 10 min, which shows the stability of the output laser, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

The intensity distributions from the output port are monitored with a CCD camera. The output beams before PC3 are
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**Fig. 1.** Schematic of a multiwavelength all-FMF ring laser. LD, laser diode; MSC, mode-selective coupler; FMF-WDM, few-mode fiber wavelength division multiplexer; FM-EDF, few mode erbium-doped fiber; PD-ISO, polarization dependent isolator; PC, polarization controller; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; CCD, charge-coupled device, infrared camera.
Fig. 2. Spectral response of an all-FMF Sagnac interferometer. Transmission spectra with different launch modes: (a) LP\textsubscript{01} mode and (b) LP\textsubscript{11} mode. (c) and (d) Transmission spectra from 1540 to 1550 nm.

Fig. 3. Spectra of multiwavelength operations when adjusting the PCs. Output spectra of successively tunable (a) single-, (b) dual-, (c) triple-, and (d) quadruple-wavelength lasing operations.
mixed $LP_{11a/b}$ modes, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(e). $LP_{11a/b}$ modes are degenerated by four vector modes ($TM_{01}$, $HE_{21}^{even}$, $HE_{21}^{odd}$, $TE_{01}$) which have similar propagation constants. Tunable OVBs with different topological charges can be produced by combining different vector modes $HE_{21}^{even}$ ($HE_{21}^{odd}$) and $TE_{01}$ ($TM_{01}$) with a $\pi/2$ phase shift. By adjusting the rotating angle and pressure of PC3, a $\pi/2$ phase shift between two vector modes is achieved [7,37]. As shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(f), the outputs are tunable OVBs with annular intensity profiles and two opposite helical phase fronts in two orthogonal polarizations.

To testify the topological charge of the output beams in different polarization directions, a polarizer is added between the FMF output port and CCD camera. Donut-shaped and two-lobe-shaped intensity patterns are observed alternately by rotating the polarization direction of the polarizer, which is marked with double-headed arrows indicating the transmission direction. Figures 5(d1), 5(d3), 5(h1), and 5(h3) show the interference patterns of the donut-shaped beams with a reference Gaussian beam (mode conversion from OAM mode to $LP_{01}$ mode), which indicates that donut-shaped beams are vortex beams with a topological charge of 1. The clockwise and counter-clockwise spiral interference patterns indicate $OAM_{-1}$ mode and $OAM_{+1}$ mode, respectively, which show that tunable OVBs are successfully achieved at the output FMF port. The purity of tunable OVBs is verified by using

![Fig. 4. Stability of triple-wavelength output spectra. (a) Repeated scans of the triple-wavelength output spectrum every two minutes. (b) Power fluctuation (black) and central wavelength (blue) of each channel.](image)

![Fig. 5. Near-field intensity distributions of the FMF laser. (a) Single-wavelength $LP_{11}$ mode and (b) corresponding tunable OVBs when pressing the end of the FMF. (c) Triple-wavelength $LP_{11}$ mode and (f) corresponding tunable OVBs. (c1)–(c4) and (g1)–(g4) Near-field intensity patterns with rotation of a polarizer. (d1)–(d4) and (h1)–(h4) Corresponding interference patterns. The white arrows indicate the polarization orientation.](image)
the tight bend approach [38] and estimated to be in excess of 96%.

3. Q-SWITCHED FEW-MODE FIBER LASER

The experimental setup of the Q-switched LP_{11} mode all-FMF ring cavity fiber laser is shown in Fig. 6. Carbon nanotube (CNT) dispersed in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) film sandwiched between two optical connectors is used as an SA. The modulation depth of the CNT-based SA is 9.7%. Both the CNT-SA and the NPR technique are applied to achieve self-started QML operation in the FMF laser. The principle of NPR is based on the rotation of the polarization ellipse resulting from the optical Kerr nonlinearity [39]. Due to the current laser cavity configuration and high welding losses between FM-EDF and FMF, self-started QML initiation via NPR is difficult. A CNT-SA can independently initiate QML. However, NPR, as an additional pulse-formation mechanism, ensures the laser generation stabilization [40]. The output signal is recorded by an OSA, a CCD camera, and the time-domain waveform is analyzed by an oscilloscope (Tektronix, MSO4104).

Once the pump power increases to 180 mW, the self-started Q-switching state occurs. Q-switched outputs at a pump power of 400 mW are shown in Fig. 7. The output central wavelength is 1595.98 nm, with a 3 dB bandwidth of 0.1 nm, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows the Q-switched pulse train, which has a repetition rate of 10.6 kHz, corresponding to a time interval of 137 μs. From the profile of the single pulse in Fig. 7(c), we can see that the output pulses have a full width at half-maximum of 21 μs, with an asymmetric temporal
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**Fig. 6.** Schematic of Q-switched all-FMF ring laser. CNT-SA, carbon nanotube saturable absorber.

**Fig. 7.** (a) Output optical spectrum of a Q-switched fiber laser. (b) Typical Q-switched pulse train. (c) Single pulse envelope. (d) RF spectrum.
profile. Also, we have measured the corresponding radio frequency (RF) spectrum, with a resolution bandwidth of 10 Hz. As shown in Fig. 7(d), the central frequency is 10.6 kHz, which agrees with the pulse repetition rate very well. The SNR is over 40 dB, indicating the high stability of the laser output.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the Q-switched pulse performance as the pump power increases from 200 to 500 mW. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the average output power and the pulse energy increase with the pump power. Once the pump power exceeds 500 mW, the Q-switched operation becomes unstable and changes to CW operation, but it can be recovered by decreasing the pump power again. Figure 8(b) shows the evolution of the repetition rate and pulse width versus pump power. When the repetition rate of the Q-switched pulses increases from 2.3 to 15.2 kHz, the pulse duration decreases from 80 to 18 µs consistently.

CVBs with different polarization states can also be excited. PC3 is used as a rotator and a flat slab to press and rotate the FMF, which changes the symmetric fiber structure and mode propagation constants. By adjusting PC3, all the vector modes can be converted to a specific vector mode through efficient mode coupling [11,41]. The radially polarized beam (RPB) is TM01 mode and the azimuthally polarized beam (APB) is TE01 mode. Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the output beams, which have annular intensity profiles with a dark spot at the center. After passing through a polarizer, the donut-shaped mode patterns are filtered into two parts that rotate with the polarizer, which are the typical characteristic of CVBs. The dark bands of the RPB/APB are perpendicular/parallel to the transmission axis of the polarizer. The near-field images present uniform TM0,1 and TE0,1 mode distributions, confirming that Q-switched radially and azimuthally polarized output beams with high purity are achieved. The radial/azimuthal polarization purity can be quantified by the vector mode decomposition technique [42].

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a new method of generating tunable OVBs in a switchable-wavelength all-FMF laser, based on a Sagnac interferometer, for the first time to our knowledge. The laser can realize stable single-, dual-, triple-, and quadruple-wavelength outputs. The OVB tunability in the fiber laser is experimentally realized by adjusting a polarizer at the output end of the FMF. The OAM of OVBs has a topological charge that could be continuously varied between −1 and +1. Pulsed CVBs are also obtained in a Q-switched all-FMF laser based on CNT-SA and NPR. This work is promising for efficiently obtaining HOM beams in FMF lasers. More efficient generation of HOM beams is anticipated to be implemented by optimizing the losses of the fiber cavity. These laser sources can find applications in co-multiplexed systems and materials processing.
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